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MESSAGE FROM CEO
Now in our 5th year in Cabinteely, the Down Syndrome Centre is continuing to

thrive. New services are continuously being added and more and more new families

are accessing supports through our doors.

We continue to provide all elements of Early Intervention, Speech & Language,

Occupational and Physiotherapy on a one/one basis. The Multi-Disciplinary team,

through research concluded that there are huge benefits in group therapy, hence

the introduction of Floor Time, Stepping Stones, paired therapy and group Narrative

classes are now part of service provision. 

Our older children now have the opportunity to attend Life and Social group

sessions aimed at both pre-teen and teenagers as well as the introduction of a

teenage Youth club held once a month. The demand for this age group has

warranted us to look at our strategy moving forward to develop programmes that

will facilitate this cohort and we look forward to further supports being rolled out

over the next few years.

The Together Academy (a 3rd level Educational programme QQI level 3) is currently

being devised In association with the ETB.  Due to commence in Dublin in 2020, TTA

will be a catering and hospitality based educational college and social enterprise

café providing people with Down syndrome specialised certified training, on the job

experience, future work placements and a critical social and support network

aiding in reducing the 90% of people with Down syndrome currently out of gainful

employment. 

As a charity we have always held the family unit as a priority, looking to provide

supports to all family members, our Siblings camps continue to provide invaluable

support to siblings of children with Down syndrome providing a safe space to

communicate their feelings and the opportunity to learn more about Down

syndrome from their siblings prospective. 
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Parents Plus was introduced for the first time this year to a group of 12 parents,

providing insightful information and tools on dealing with teenagers , touching on

behavioral and emotional issues, puberty and sexuality, helping to reduce stress for

parents and supporting relationships within the family unit. 

As always fundraising poses a challenge each year without Government funding

however we have been so grateful for the amazing support we have received from

our Charity partners, various grants and foundations and the continuous support

from families and supporters who have gone that extra mile to raise the funds

required to sustain the running of the Centre, to each and every one of you we

cannot thank you enough for your generosity and dedication to our cause.

S H A R O N  D A G G

CEO
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MEET THE TEAM

Sharon Dagg

CEO

Peter Gaw

Founder

Karen Tracey

Reception

Trish Huban

Reception

Claire Brady 

Clients Services

Manger

Nuala Downes

Finance

Ellie Forsyth

Senior OT

Aoife Ryan

OT

Grainne Murphy

SLT

Aoife O'Brien

Senior SLT

Karen Tracey

Reception

Trish Huban

Reception

Nuala Downes

Finance
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Ann O'Sullivan

Senior Physiotherapist

Sinead Coughlan

Senior SLT

North Dublin Project

Lorraine Finn

Senior SLT

Dani Dowling

SKIP



Madeline Regan

Fundraising

Roy Horsfield

Fundraising

Coordinator

Lorraine Murphy

Communication

& Campaigns
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Emma Murphy

Fundraising Manager

Meave McLoughlin

Support Assistant

Bridget Grimes

Baby Massage

Triona Cussen

Triona's Tots



BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Meet regularly to provide support and leadership to benefit the centre’s development

Set and implement the strategic direction of our centre with due respect and regard for

the charity’s mission, goals and ethos

Monitor and work to maintain a high standard of performance from our organisation’s

teamt

The Down Syndrome Centre is managed by a Board of Directors whose responsibilities

include:

PETER GAW, FOUNDER & CHAIRPERSON

Peter is a father of four of which the youngest two have Down

syndrome. It was due to frustrations in not being able to access

essential services and support that Peter set up The Down

Syndrome Centre. Peter has worked in the Financial Services

Sector for over 32 years and manages his own successful

brokerage, Gaw Insurances.

DAVID MCPARLAND, TRUSTEE

David is a practising barrister. He joined the Board of the DSC in

April 2016. David is married to Anne-Marie Casey and lives in

Ranelagh, Dublin with their three daughters. Their second child

Hannah attends The Down Syndrome Centre.

FIONA CULLINAN, TRUSTEE

Fiona joined the Board in September 2018. Fiona has worked in a

voluntary capacity with the Social Enterprise sector and has

many years’ experience working in the Medical Device and

Pharmaceutical industries at senior management level. Fiona has

an interest in strategic planning and helping organisations to

enhance and cultivate their services in the medium to long term.

BRIAN NEILAN, TREASURER

Brian joined The Down Syndrome Centre as a trustee in 2019 and

now serves as the Board’s Treasurer. He is a Fellow of Chartered

Accountants Ireland and was previously a partner with

PricewaterhouseCoopers. Brian has a son Colm who has Down

syndrome
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LYNDA O'BRIEN, TRUSTEE

Lynda is a Director and Co-owner of Trim Castle Hotel in Meath.

She is a mother of four and her youngest daughter Julie has

Down syndrome who attends Trinity College. Lynda has been a

devoted supporter of the charity, running various events over the

years in support of the DSC. She joined the Board in 2016

ALAN LYONS, TRUSTEE

Alan Lyons joined the Board in 2016.  A Fellow of Chartered

Accountants Ireland, Past President of Society of the Irish Motor

Industry and company director.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
NIAMH GARVEY, TRUSTEE

Niamh is a Senior Director at Edelman and joined the Board in

September 2018. She has over 20 years strategic marketing

communications experience working with clients across diverse

industry categories and geographics. Niamh is married to Colm

and is mum to Ryan, aged four, who attends the Down Syndrome

Centre.
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SERVICE STATS AT A GLANCE
Children &Children &Children &   young people regularly attended the centre during this periodyoung people regularly attended the centre during this periodyoung people regularly attended the centre during this period199

One/one Occupational Therapy Sessions delivered to 67 childrenOne/one Occupational Therapy Sessions delivered to 67 childrenOne/one Occupational Therapy Sessions delivered to 67 children303

One/one Speech & Language Therapy Sessions delivered to 81 childrenOne/one Speech & Language Therapy Sessions delivered to 81 childrenOne/one Speech & Language Therapy Sessions delivered to 81 children394

One/one Physiotherapy Sessions delivered to 17 childrenOne/one Physiotherapy Sessions delivered to 17 childrenOne/one Physiotherapy Sessions delivered to 17 children25

Group Therapy sessions involving 40 children were providedGroup Therapy sessions involving 40 children were providedGroup Therapy sessions involving 40 children were provided57

Teen Sessions provided to 21 young peopleTeen Sessions provided to 21 young peopleTeen Sessions provided to 21 young people34

School Visits were undertaken benefiting 8 childrenSchool Visits were undertaken benefiting 8 childrenSchool Visits were undertaken benefiting 8 children10

OT & SLT Sessions were provided to 21 children attending our North SideOT & SLT Sessions were provided to 21 children attending our North SideOT & SLT Sessions were provided to 21 children attending our North Side

Therapy Programme (September to December 2019)Therapy Programme (September to December 2019)Therapy Programme (September to December 2019)
96

Children &Children &Children &   young people attended our Easter and Summer and Schoolyoung people attended our Easter and Summer and Schoolyoung people attended our Easter and Summer and School

Readyness WorkshopsReadyness WorkshopsReadyness Workshops
68

Children aged between 8-12years attended our Sibling WorkshopChildren aged between 8-12years attended our Sibling WorkshopChildren aged between 8-12years attended our Sibling Workshop7

Parents attended a Seminar by Prof. John on Sex and SexualityParents attended a Seminar by Prof. John on Sex and SexualityParents attended a Seminar by Prof. John on Sex and Sexuality35

SKIP classes benefitting 42 childrenSKIP classes benefitting 42 childrenSKIP classes benefitting 42 children89

Children attended Triona’s Tots weeklyChildren attended Triona’s Tots weeklyChildren attended Triona’s Tots weekly13

Five-weekFive-weekFive-week         courses of Baby Massage were delivered to 9 babiescourses of Baby Massage were delivered to 9 babiescourses of Baby Massage were delivered to 9 babies3

Young people attended monthly Youth ClubYoung people attended monthly Youth ClubYoung people attended monthly Youth Club21

Parents attend a 10-week Parent Plus course on “Special Needs programmeParents attend a 10-week Parent Plus course on “Special Needs programmeParents attend a 10-week Parent Plus course on “Special Needs programme

for parents of adolescents and young adults with an Intellectual Disability”for parents of adolescents and young adults with an Intellectual Disability”for parents of adolescents and young adults with an Intellectual Disability”
11
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MISSION: 

To create a centre dedicated to providing support and services to families and carers of

people with Down syndrome, helping them to reach their full potential and creating a

brighter future.

VISION: 

That all children and young adults living in Ireland with Down syndrome have the adequate

support and services available on demand to enable them reach their goals and live an

independent and fulfilling life.

ETHOS: 

The ethos of the centre is one of positivity, where we concentrate on the abilities of the

child and not the disabilities, celebrating each small milestone a child achieves. The

environment is bright, colourful and welcoming, which provides an instant comfort to parents

and children and offers a hub for parents to network and form lasting relationships.

THE DOWN SYNDROME CENTRE

To provide all the relevant and essential services

and support to children with Down syndrome that

are currently lacking in our current health system,

giving them the opportunity to develop their skills

and reach their full potentioal in life

Embracing the whole family unit in developing an

understanding and knowledge of Down syndrome.

Providing seminars, sibling workshops,

communication training and counselling

Offering a space by means of the family room

where parents can share support, network and

develop strong relationships with others on the

same journey.

OBJECTIVES:
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Occupational Therapy in

Action!
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Improved auditory memory and recall skills Improved active listening skills 

Improved organising and sequencing skills 

Enhanced question asking skills  

Promote independence skills in social settings  

Education around activities of daily living e.g. money, calendar skills, health, hygiene etc

The Down Syndrome Centre’s occupational therapists work directly with our children helping

them master skills for independence through self-care like feeding and dressing, fine and

gross motor skills, school performance, and play and leisure activities.   

 

They also assist the child and their family in promoting independence in the home

environment and developing appropriate play and social skills.  If required, our occupational

therapists can also assist in the classroom by enhancing the child’s communication skills

through printing, handwriting, and keyboarding. 

 

Benefits 

Occupational Therapy Programmes Provided

SERVICES 2019 

Individual Therapy
To improve and develop social and

life skills required to actively and

appropriately interact with peers,

family, and wider community

303 sessions

delivered to 67

children

Handwriting
To assess and improve pencil grip

and posture together with

improving improve hand strength,

manipulation and the underlying

visual perception skills needed for

legible handwriting

11 sessions

delivered to 2

children

Paired OT
Occupational therapy to 2 children

presenting with similar needs and

goals.

11 sessions

delivered to 6

children

Floor Time

(Joint OT & SLT)

Interdisciplinary approach to

develop the relationship between

affect, sensory processing, and

communication

3 sessions

delivered to 5

children

Teens

(Joint OT & SLT)

To develop and enhance essential

communication skills and everyday

life skills in preparation for leaving

school. In addition, to improving

and developing social skills

required to actively interact with

peers, family, and wider community

34 sessions

benefitting 21

young people

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
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The Down Syndrome speech & language therapists work directly with our children and

young people with the aim of developing of their speech, understanding language, talking

skills, interaction skills, play skills, attention and listening skills. 

 

In October, we said goodbye to both our Senior Speech and Language Therapist Aoife

O’Brien and Basic Grade Speech & Language Therapist Grainne Murphy but were delighted,

in December, to welcome Lorraine Finn to the team as our Senior Speech & Language

Therapist. 

 

Benefits 
Speech:

Improved intelligibility by using new sounds in words or slowing down rate of speech

which will result in the child being more easily understood by others 

 

Language:

Improved understanding of words sentences, and questions Improved use of words, phrases,

sentences, grammatical and/or syntactical structures resulting in the child being able to

express their needs, ideas, and feelings 

 

Social Communication: 

Basic communication skills such as requesting, commenting and reciprocal communication

skills. Improved social skills such as sharing, taking turns, and waiting all of which will greatly

improve the child's ability to engage in social interactions with other at home and at school

SERVICES 2019 
SPEECH & LANGUAGE THERAPY
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Teens

(Joint OT & SLT)

To develop and enhance essential

communication skills and everyday

life skills in preparation for leaving

school. In addition, to improving

and developing social skills

required to actively interact with

peers, family, and wider community

34 sessions

benefitting 21

young people

Narrative
To improve and enhance the

language skills and conversations

skills required for telling stories or

relaying information

12 sessions

delivered 7

children

Stepping Stones
Focuses on practical strategies for

supporting early interaction skills

together with early speech and

language skills

12 sessions

delivered to 12

children

Individual Therapy
To promote the development of

speech, understanding language,

talking skills, interaction skills, play

skills, attention and listening skills.

394 sessions

delivered to 81

children

Paired SLT
Speech & language therapy to 2

children presenting with similar

needs and goals.

3 sessions to 2

Children

Floor Time

(Joint OT & SLT)

Interdisciplinary approach to

develop the relationship between

affect, sensory processing, and

communication

3 sessions

delivered to 5

children

Lámh

Siblings Workshop

To learn new Lámh signs to use

with their sibling and to learn a

little bit about why Lámh is used

and have a chance to practise

signs through games and fun

activities

10 siblings

attended

Lámh

Workshop

To teach parents and grandparents

about Lámh and how to use is

successfully

12 attended

Speech & Language Therapy Programmes Provided
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Background:
Based on anecdotal information received regarding lack of clinical services for children

with Down syndrome living in North Dublin together with a reduction in attendees from that

area, the Down Syndrome Centre conducted a survey ascertain if this information was

indeed true. 

 

The results of the survey confirmed that only 28% of respondents were current service users,

while 60% stated they had never availed of our services with the remaining 12% having used

the service in past but were no longer attending. Respondents indicated the main reason

why they are not or have stopped availing of clinical services is due to the long commute

from North Dublin to the Centre

 

Based on these results the Down Syndrome Centre ran a pilot programme from September

to December 2019. 

NORTH DUBLIN THERAPY PRORAMME

This pilot programme operated 1 day per week providing

clinical intervention to children with Down syndrome aged

0 – 18 years. The day comprised of 2 groups sessions jointly

facilitated by our occupational therapist and speech &

language therapist. One group comprised of 4 preschool

age children while the other comprised of 6 young people

aged 10-16 years old.   In addition, there were three

individual speech & language therapy and occupational

therapy sessions available to all ages.  This pilot project

was a great success with 21 children availing of this Pilot

Programme

Due to the success of this Pilot Programme together with the

high demand, the Down Syndrome Centre have committed not

only to continue this service but also to increase it to two days

per week commencing February 2020.

Children and young people with Down syndrome living in this

geographical area will now be able to access both speech &

language therapy and occupational therapy on an ongoing

basis. 

o date we have over 32 families signed up for this service, but we also know that this

number will increase through word of mouth as the waiting lists for clinical intervention in

this location is vast.
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Improved tone and postural alignment 

Improved and developed Gross Motor skills such as rolling, sitting, standing and walking

Improved and developed balance and coordination skills in older children

Benefits of Physiotherapy:

PHYISOTHERAPY

Our physiotherapist Anne O’Sullivan works directly

with babies and children with Down syndrome.  She

addresses any developmental problems that may

arise including improving their muscle strength

and to increase their tone in order to help the child

maximise their function.  Another aim is to also

prevent poor compensatory movement patterns that

can cause problems later in life

The Down Syndrome Centre holds a physiotherapy clinic once a month and during 2019

provided 25 individual therapy sessions helping 17 children

DROP-IN CLINIC
Many of the families attending the Down Syndrome

Centre, sometimes find returning to school after

the summer holidays a challenge.  To assist with

this, the Clinical Team held a Drop-in Clinic for

parents to meet with either the occupational

therapist or speech & language therapist to get

advice on any concerns they may have.  

The Drop-in Clinic was held for a morning in August

where 4 parents met with both our OT and SLT

resulting in 3 children coming into the centre for

ongoing therapy.

FAMILY SUPPORTS
The Clinical Team ran a sibling workshop in October

with seven children aged between 8-12 years

attending. This is a high energy programme with lots

of fun for brothers and sisters to attend without

their sibling that has Down Syndrome. They get to

meet other siblings and learn about the different

therapies while also increasing their understanding

of Down syndrome in an age appropriate format
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INFORMATION EVENINGS / SEMINARS
Parent information evenings and seminars were organised throughout the year to provide

support and understanding for underlying difficulties associated with Down Syndrome.  This

was information evenings and seminars were organised throughout the year to provide

support and understanding for underlying difficulties associated with Down Syndrome. 

In addition to Prof Sharry’s seminar, the Centre also facilitated a Trust Planning Workshop by

Allan Cuthbert from Financial Wellbeing on planning for your child’s future quality of life

PARENTS PLUS
In May 2019, the Down Syndrome Centre held a talk by Prof. John Sharry from Parent’s Plus

which 35 parents attended.  The topic was on Sex and Sexuality and all in attendance felt it

was extremely informative.  

Following the success of this seminar, the Clinical Team offered Parent’s Plus training in

“Special Needs Programme for parents of adolescents and young adults with an Intellectual

Disability”. The course was held every Wednesday for 2 hours for 10 weeks with 11 parents

attending weekly.  It is hoped to continue offering this programme in 2020

VISIT FROM USA SLT STUDENTS

The Therapy Team welcomed 17 students and their

Professor from San Diego State University, all of whom

are studying Speech & Language Therapy, to the centre

on August 7th.   The students were given a tour of the

centre followed by a presentation from the team on all

the services and supports the Down Syndrome Centre

provides.  We received very positive feedback from all

who attended

YOUTH CLUB

In May of this year, the team held a Teen Evening to give both our young people and their

parents an opportunity to say what they would like to see developed by the Centre.  One

activity which was requested by both was a Youth Club.   As a result, the following

September, the Down Syndrome Centre’s Youth Club was in operation.  

The club was held monthly with 21 young people aged 12-18

in attendance, managed and supported by 6 volunteers. 

Activities from September to December included Hip-Hop

Dancing, Bowling, Drama, Art & Crafts, and a Christmas

party. 

There were many new faces to the centre which is always

great to see and we hope to see many more as we develop

this area.
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The age of children attending is between 18months & 5

years.  The children are initially assessed and placed in a

group that best suits their needs with four other children. 

The same group of children will meet weekly for one or

two hours. depending on their age.  For younger children,

parents can stay inside the classroom for the session

while for older children, parents watch the class on a TV

in an adjoining room.

In 2019, the Down Syndrome Centre provided 89 classes

benefiting 42 children

SKIP (Special Kids Intervention Programme)
SKIP is a specially designed, early development programme for children with Down

syndrome which is holistic in nature and play based.  The sessions are led by Dani Dowling

who works on all areas of each child's development, such as speech & language, fine motor

skills, gross motor skills with a big emphasis on social skills.  The aim of SKIP is to prepares a

child with Down syndrome for mainstream Montessori and school.

The aim of Triona's Tots is to promote the value and

importance of regular and routine classes while also

encouraging children with Down syndrome to make

friends using learned communication skills in a fun

environment.   The class is open to children aged from

6moths to preschool together with a parent / carer. 

During 2019, 18 children and their parent signed up for

Triona’s Tots, with an average weekly class attendance

of between 10-12.

TRIONA'S TOTS

Triona’s Tots, formerly known as Team 21 Tots, is a weekly early intervention class for babies

and toddlers with Down syndrome.  The class is led by Triona Cussen, a qualified Montessori

teacher who is also trained in Lámh and Hanen.

BABY MASSAGE
Baby Massage is a very special art of using nurturing touch

through a specifically designed series of strokes which combine

Indian and Swedish massage, reflexology and some gentle yoga

stretches.  Our Baby Massage class is led by Bridget, an

experienced nurse who specialised in early intervention for

children with Down syndrome for over 30 years.

In 2019, Bridget held three 5-week courses benefitting 9 babies

and their Mums.
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FREE TO BE ME DANCE
Free 2 Be Me Dance Dublin is an adaptive dance

program designed for children and young adults with

Additional Needs. 

Through careful guidance and lots of attention in the

classes, the children learn dance movements,

coordination, and how to follow directions. It is a

chance for the dancers to feel accepted all the

while having fun, building confidence, strength, and

forming meaningful relationships with their fellow

dancers as well as with their teacher and teachers

helpers, their “Ballet Buddies“

  In 2019, 39 children and teenagers attended classes.  

All the classes were divided by age with our 3 - 5years

olds in the 'Movers & Groovers' class while our 5 - 7 years

olds were busy dancing in our Bumble Bees class.

The next group was our 'Shining Stars' for dancers aged

7 - 10 years old and finally, our 'Dancing Divas' for

dancers aged 11+ .

In October 2019, our fabulous dancers

auditioned for the Late, Late Show Christmas

Toy Show. 

They all danced their little hearts out and

were amazing.  Sadly, we were unsuccessful

this year but we can't wait to see what

wonderful opportunities next year brings our

dancers!



FUNDRAISING 2019

Year 3 of Challenge 21 was another success with over 140

participants in tow to celebrate our flagship event. Olympian

David Gillick was this year’s C21 ambassador- he partnered

with 3 year veteran, Lydia Corley (11)- sister of Sophie (8)- to

launch this year’s event.  

The 21km challenge from Blackrock along the coast drew 

CHALLENGE 21

families and friends of the centre with a wide range of runners and walkers. Even the rain

couldn’t keep us from celebrating at the finish line in Howth. We are grateful to the staff in

the Bloody Stream for providing a welcoming space with delicious well-deserved food at

the finish!
We welcomed back a team from Dunnes Stores again

this year- many of who returned from previous years,

marking the Sunday in September as a day to remember. 

To make the after-party especially child friendly, a friend

of the centre stepped in with face-paints and

entertainment for all ages. This was a hit, and is

something we will continue to provide in years to come.

 This year, we introduced a registration fee of €21 (and 

family ticket). We found learnings from this fee as it held many accountable, but lowered

the additional fundraising for participants. We were delighted to raise €28,380 for this

year’s Challenge 21!

CORPORATE TABLE QUIZZ

We were excited to launch our first ever Corporate Table Quiz in

June 2019. This corporate engagement event took place at the

Aviva Stadium with big ticket prizes and raffle items, including the

1st prize of 4 Leinster Rugby Season tickets for the winning team! 

With a buy in of €500 per team, we were delighted to secure 42

tables with 30 corporates involved in the night. Even more special,

Des Cahill was our celebrity quiz master, with surprise guest Kevin Kilbane joining a lucky

team after his appearance as the answer to a question in the sports round. The quiz itself

featured a variety of questions ranging from general knowledge to sports, geography, and

even an audiovisual round. This event was made possible through a huge efforts from the

board and fundraising team to secure over 30 corporate contacts as a way of expanding

our corporate partnerships. After an incredibly successful first year, raising over €25,000,

this event has earned a returning place on our 2020 roster
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Additionally, World Down Syndrome Day

saw the launch our ‘Dress Down for the

DSC’ fundraising campaign. This campaign 

was a call to action for both our school and corporate audience,

encouraging supporters to donate a few euro to participate in a

fancy or ‘non-uniform’ dress to celerbate on March 21st. This

flagship event saw the involvement over 30+ schools and 15

corporates, raising over €15,000. We received coverage of this

fundraiser across our channels as well with the ‘Dress Down’ and 

‘Odd Sock’ campaign taking a stronger hold year to year.  We look forward to celebrating

with another new and exciting campaign in 2020!

MINI MARATHON 2019
Our 2019 Mini Marathon team included 60 members, ranging from mums, cousins, sisters,

and grannies to friends of the centre! Two mums stepped up to the plate as team leaders-

Emma O’Donnell (mum of Isla) & Jessie Ho (mum of Eric).  Both mums did an excellent job

reaching out to encourage family and friends to take part and sponsor our 2019 team. 

We are grateful for the support of Square One Café in Sandyford,

who held a fundraising coffee morning ahead of this year’s Mini

Marathon. The staff in Square One, along with the dedicated team

of mums and friends helped us reach a total of over €12,000

raised.

A special thank you to Pat Diamond, owner of Vinoteca, for

hosting our after-party again this year. As always, a celebration

with friends and family at the finish was in order! We look forward

to what next year brings for our Mini Marathon team

WORLD DOWN SYNDROME DAY

The campaign was a resounding success with coverage across

major news networks, in print and on radio. The life-size cut outs of

the 18 children involved in the campaign were displayed across the

city centre and in both Heuston Station and Connolly Station.

Another year of firsts for our 2019 World Down Syndrome Day

campaign with the launch of our ‘I Could Be Campaign’ in

Dublin city centre. We partnered with 18 companies around

Dublin to showcase

the various professions people with Down syndrome could

accomplish in their lifetime. These professions ranged from

Montessori teachers, to tour guides, signers, actors and

politicians! 
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LAUGHTERNOON

Another stellar year for our Laughternoon crowd, selling out this

year’s event in less than 3 hours! With a maximum capacity filled at

220 women for the December luncheon, this year was nothing but

cheer, raising over €32,000 thanks to the generosity of the

wonderful women in the room, and their friends and family. 

Laughternoon is a special event for our centre, as it often provides

a day (turned into night) out for many of the mums who attend our

centre. This luncheon offers a chance for our mums to get 

together, laugh and be merry.  We are grateful to the staff in the Radisson Blu St. Helen’s for

working with us again this year to provide top class service, wine and food.

We are dually grateful to this year’s comedian, Julie Jay, who rocked it

on stage and had us in stiches before the meal even started!  The

raffle and auction featured vouchers to top class hotels, spas,

restaurants and experiences throughout Ireland, with products

donated from too many partners to list. We are grateful for the

continued support of so many of our corporate sponsors such as

Starbucks for their support in making our goodie bags and raffle

hampers extra special.

I AM ABLE TO CALENDAR 2019

This year’s 2020 I’m Able 2 Calendar was our most successful to

date, raising over €31,000 for our centre. With over 120

applicants, we were able to include 25 children ages 11 months-

10 years from across Ireland in our 2020 calendar.

We partnered with Paragon Communications for a second year

to design this year’s calendar theme- ‘Somewhere Over the

Rainbow’. Photographer Conor Healy spent his 6th year

donating his time to the calendar with another successful series 

of shots. This colour block theme did incredibly well

commerically, selling over 9,0000 copies across Ireland and

Northern Ireland

We were fortunate to partner with Dunnes Stores and Calendar

Club again this year to increase our distribution. Additionally, we

received sponsorship for every month of this year’s calendar from

our corporate supporters. We are grateful to Paragon CC for

their continued support in designing and editing our calendar -
the one of our best yet! We look forward to continuing our partnership with PCC

and Conor Healy for our 2021 calendar next year
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RUDOLPH RUN 2019

Another year of firsts with a winter 5km- our December

Rudolph Run! The weekend 5km took place in Marlay Park

on Sunday, December 15th and welcomed 164 participants

from young to not-so-young. 

As a family friendly event, we kicked off the morning with a

1km kid’s dash, followed by the traditional 5km with a loop

around the park.

We were grateful to partner with Pop Up Races to ensure a

smooth race transition and set up. As every first year of an

event goes, we learned lots, including the need for marshals,

support staff, and a can-do attitude with a yellow weather

warning in December! To mark the day, we provided all

finisher’s with bespoke keep-cup prizes and a bit of sugar

thanks to Lindt chocolate who kindly sponsored enough

chocolate bears to feed a small army.

SOCIAL MEDIA & FACEBOOK FUNDRAISING

Thanks to increased attention this year, we are delighted to have

increased our online presence across various social media platforms

in 2019. 

In addition to raising over €5,000 through Facebook Fundraisers (i.e

birthdays, virtual events, etc), we were grateful to grow our

following on Facebook organically to over 80K followers- an

increase of over 2,500 people in the year.

Along similar lines, we out performed all other years with our 2019

Twitter activity, reaching over 700K impressions through various

campaigns, the majority of which centrered around our events and

World Down Syndrome Day activities. We also gained an

additional 513 followers on Twitter, taking our following above 11K.

Our newest platform, Instagram, saw significant growth this year,

nearing 2,000 followers from virtually none in previous years. We

found this platform to work well in tandum with Facebook to raise

the profile of our various campaigns, events, and fundraisers.
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NEVEN MAGUIRE COOKERY DEMONSTRATION

This was the second year the DSC organised a cookery

demonstration as a fundraiser.   The event was held in the

Leopardstown Pavilion in November 2019.   At 7:00pm the

doors opened and the ladies and gents were welcomed with

a glass of prosecco to browse through the ‘Simply Better’

food stands where producers offered up samples of their

fantastic food collections. A variety of other stands with

jewellery, clothing and many other Irish items were of on offer.

Neven was welcomed on stage at 8pm by our MC Brendan

O’Connor to over 350   guests and demonstrated how to

prepare a luxurious three course meal.  Brendan our MC for

the evening spoke about the Charity along with one our

parents to highlight how important evenings like this are to

us.   Neven again made the evening so enjoyable interacting

with everyone in the audience and sharing his cooking results

with many.   It was a fantastic evening and it left everyone

going home with some wonderful tips to utilise when they are

next in their kitchens.

Not having to move from the table totes were taken from guests in their seats which made

it a very relaxed and enjoyable event, a great atmosphere and buzz was experienced in the

private room by all involved.   While all the bets are taking place, we also had a highly

successful raffle and the usual fun game heads ‘n’ tails which gets everyone off their seats

until there are only two left to win a superb prize.

LEOPARDSTOWN CORPORATE RACE DAY

This was the fourth year to run this popular Corporate

racing event in Leopardstown.  

A fun action-packed evening for over 150 guests who

were treated to a wonderful 2 course buffet dinner during

the course of watching the exciting races on the night

from their own private panoramic balcony.
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This has been an annual event for the last seven years and

has raised a huge amount of money for the charity which

was the Late Jackie O’Donohue’s wishes.  

 

Her family and her closest girl friends have made this golf

outing a huge day out for golfers and non-golfers, with many

celebrities attending.  This year we went back to the original

format with golf, dinner, speeches and prize giving in the

evening.  The evening was made so much more enjoyable

with Barry Murphy doing a stand-up act and having everyone

in stiches.

We had an added opportunity of utilising all the promotional materials supplied by Dunnes

Stores for our 21 Faces campaign, that dressed the course and Tee’s around the beautiful

Hermitage golf course, providing increased awareness about the DSC.

 

It is now one of the most popular golf outings in the calendar year, and a huge thanks goes

to the O’Donohoe family and Jackie’s 3 close friends who put so much time and effort into

making this event such a success, and for their continuous and generous support to the

charity over the years.

 JACKIE O’DONOHOE GOLF CLASSIC, HERMITAGE
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THE HOSPITAL SATURDAY FUND 
The Down Syndrome Centre were awarded €12,000 by the

Hosptial Saturday Fund.  This grant funded our "Little SHOTS" 
programme. Little SHOTS is an occupational therapy programme which provides children

with Down syndrome with the relevant skills to participate in activities with their peers,

overcome sensory issues and start to live independent and fulfilling lives

UFEA FOUNDATION FOR CHILDREN
We were delighted to be awarded €45,500 by UFEA

Foundation for children.  This funding went towards the 

day to day costs of operating the The Down Syndrome Centre in providing the range of

services and activities to the 200 children and young people with Down syndrome who

attend our Centre. 

SUNBEAM HOUSE TRUST
The Sunbeam House Trust very kindly awarded The Down Syndrome Centre €15,000 to go

towards our "Chatter box" programme.  Chatterbox  is a speech & language therapy

based programme which provides children with Down syndrome with the relevant skills to

communicate better either verbally or nonverbally so that they can participate fully in

their community and start to live independent and fulfilling lives

GRANTS 2019

ESB ENERGY FOR GENERATIONS FUND
During the summer, the Down Syndrome Centre were

awarded €10,000  by ESB Energy for Generations Fund.  This

funding will go towards the over all cost of operating  our

Speech & Language Therapy Department which in 2019

provided 394 individual therapy sessions in addition to groups

workshops and family training.
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INCOME & EXPENDITURE 2019

UEFA Foundation - €45,000 for provision of all services run through the Centre 

Sunbeam Trust - €15,000 for Chatterbox Programme (Speech & Language)

Hospital Saturday Fund - €12,000 for Little Shots Programme (Occupational Therapy)

ESB Energy for Generations Fund - €12,000 for Chatterbox (as above)

DLRCOCO Community Funds – €1,000   Summer Kids Project

This year’s financials were prepared on a 10month basis due to the charity changing its

financial end of year. Hence the following accounts are based on income from 01 March

2019 – 31st December 2019, showing a reduction of approx. 22% down from last year’s

accounts.

 

Without Government funding the charity has a diverse fundraising strategy which we see

change from year to year, the last 2 years however reflect a similar pattern through the

various fundraising streams. Service income remains the same at around 7%, Grants similar

at 12%, donations at approx. 20%, DSC led initiatives up slightly this year at 40% as well as

external led events throughout the community up marginally to 16%. 

 

The above reflects the generous and continued support from our families, Corporate

partners and , supporters for which we are eternally grateful and without whose support we

would not be able to realise our goals in supporting people with Down syndrome in the

capacity we are currently at.

 

Successful grants were awarded this year through the following Foundations/Trusts:

 

Our reserve policy is in place to cover future running costs and statutory redundancies. We

also have a healthy investment from part of a generous legacy provided to us last year.

 

Our service income remains relatively low and this is down to providing all our services at a

heavily subsidized premium, therefore opening up access to anyone who requires it, we

also have a policy to provide services pro bono to anyone who may have financial

restrictions, this is provided on a confidential basis. Depending on the economy our

intention is to continue providing affordable services at a fraction of normal private health

care costs.

INCOME MARCH - DECEMBER 2019



EXPENDITURE MARCH - DECEMBER 2019
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Support Services

73.7%

Fundraising

11.6%

Other

9.3%

Research & Development

5.4%

Internal Events

33%

Donations

22.6%

Other

15.7%

Grants

12.9%

External Events

9%

Services

6.8%
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LEINSTER RUGBY

The Down Syndrome Centre were delighted to be selected as

Leinster Rugby's charity partner for 2018 - 2020 seasons.

Throughout 2019, children and young adults from the Down

Syndrome Centre attended open training session and

matches. 

During the time of our partnership with Leinster Rugby we are
delighted to announce that we raised over  €11,200 which will 

STARBUCKS

In 2019, we were chosen as Starbucks partners in their 'Give

for Good' campaign.  On the first day of April, May and June,

Starbucks very kindly generously donated 10c to the DSC for

every cup of coffee bought throughout their 86 stores in

Ireland.  In addition, €1 was donated from every bill in TGI’s &

Dantes on the same dates, raising an incredible €19,800

The Down Syndrome Centre has been in partnership

with Paragon (formally known as RRD) since 2018.

During this time, Paragon have played an significant 

PARTNERSHIPS

PARAGON

role in the successful publication our annual calendar.  In addition, Paragon have

supported and helped design promotional and fundraising initiatives throughout they 2019.  

Their expertise in creativity and vision has been invaluable to the Down Syndrome Centre.

go directly to supporting all the

children and young people who

attend the centre for both clinical

and social programmes and services.

The Down Syndrome Center would

like to thank all in Leinster Rugby for

the support over the past 2 years.
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THANK YOU
The Down Syndrome Centre's Board of Directors, staff members, volunteers, children,

teenagers and their families would like to send a special thank you to all the business,

small and large, corporate organisations and donators for all their support in 2019.

Without your help the Centre would not be where it is today, supporting and helping over

200 families who have a child with Down syndrome. 

A special word of thanks to Dunnes Stores for supporting us in the sale of our calendar

throughout their stores nationwide. 

To Conor Healy, our professional photographer, who has photographed all the

inspirational images of every child who as been in our calendar to date.  His patience and

gentle manner always putting the children at ease resulting in capturing some magical

and beautiful shots. 

To our Corporate Sponsors, it has been an absolute pleasure working with you over the

last year and we are so grateful for all the time and support that you have given the

Centre. 
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ANNUAL REPORT & 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 2019
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Contact Us

The Down Syndrome Centre

Shewsbury House

Old Bray Road

Cabinteely

Dublin 18

Phone: 01 6618000

Email: info@downsyndromecentre.ie

Directions from N11: 

Take the turn off at Bray Road (following signs for Cabinteely), turn left to stay

on Bray Road. After driving for a minute (past the Hourse and Hound pub on

your left) you’ll see our centre (and our sign at the entrance) on the left hand

side.

Directions from M50: 

At junction 15 exit towards Cornelscourt/ Kilternan. After this follow the

Brennanstown Road to Cabinteely village. Take a right at the crossroads. After

driving straight for a minute (past the Horse and Hound pub on your left) you’ll

see our centre (and our sign at the entrance) on the left hand side

www.facebook.com/downsyndromecentre

@downsyndromecentre

@downsyndromecen

www.downsyndromecentre.ie


